SJSU grad quizzed in Hearst probe
By Phil Trounstine
A 1969 SJSU graduate was questioned
recently by the FBI because of her
literary association with persons
sought for questioning in the Patty
Hearst case, the Spartan Daily learned
yesterday.
Lynda Huey, 27, who was writing a
book with the help of Micki McGee and
Jack Scott, was visited recently by
federal agents at her Southern
California home.
The Scotts have been sought by the
FBI since mid-March in connection
with a $2,000 payment they made to rent
a Pennsylvania farm house in which
Hearst’s fingerprints were reportedly

found.
Huey, a track athlete during her
college years and more recently a
college physical education instructor,
had enlisted Micki Scott’s aid because
she needed help with the actual writing
of her book.
Huey and the Scotts knew each other
from the time they were both physical
education instructors at Oberlin
College.
Friends say no
Friends and relatives say Huey has
no connection with the radical
movement and was "shocked" when
visited by the FBI.
Huey, living now on the East Coast,

could nut be reached yesterday for
comment.
FBI agent Frank Perrone said
yesterday he could not comment on
whether or not the agency actually
questioned Huey.
We do not release names of people
we have interviewed or persons we are
seeking to interview in all fairness to
that individual." Perrone said.
FBI visited
Huey’s friends and relatives said
however the agents did indeed visit the
athlete two or three days after press
reports announced that the Scotts were
being sought for questioning.
Not only have they interviewed her,

but, according to her father, Robert
Huey of Hemet, Calif., the FBI has
apparently obtained a copy of the phone
bill wherever Huey has lived in recent
months.
Huey’s friends and relatives insist
Huey could have had no connection with
the Hearst case.
"No way," laughed Lynne Gates, a
friend of Huey’s since their days at
SJSU.
"She could never keep a secret she’d have to tell everyone," Gates
added.
Scotts disappear
According to Billy Gaines, another of
Huey’s friends, the Scotts were staying

"It was the first time I’ve ever seen
her out of command of the situation in
all the years I’ve known her," Gaines
said yesterday.
He said he flew to Southern California
to be with his friend and to calm her
down.
"Lynda’s an independent thinker.
She’s liberal but not a radical," Gaines
said.
"If Lynda had known the Scotts were
into anything, the whole world would
have known," he said.
He said Huey is now in New York,
working with another writer on her
book.
Continued on back page

with Huey in her Carlsbad, Calif., home
just before they disappeared.
Gaines, who said he talked with Huey
shortly after the Scotts departed, said
they left abruptly at about 4:30 a.m.,
without telling Huey why or where they
were going.
Gaines said Huey told her the Scotts
left Carlsbad in a rush saying, "We’ll be
in contact with you."
He said Huey was somewhat confused by her friends’ abrupt departure
but continued to work on her book alone
for "two or three days."
Huey stunned
When the FBI visited Huey, Gaines
said, the athlete was stunned.
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Rico unveils budget

Kids celebrate ’Jamaica’
SEMANA CHICANA-Children from Horace Mann Elementary School danced and sang for "Jamaica" (carnival) on
Seventh Street Friday. They joined groups from all over the

Bay Area who came to enjoy the final daytime event of Se
mana Chicane, which offered entertainment, food and
crafts.

Court denies restoration
of Econ vote privileges
By Ray Manley
Superior Court Judge Edward PaneIli said yesterday he
would not order restored the consultative rights on personnel
and curricular matters in the Economics Department.
He called faculty recommendations to the administration
an "expectation" and not a right.
PaneIli made the comments at the final court session of the
lawsuit challenging SJSU President John Bunzel’s removal
of the economics faculty’s voting rights.
His final decision would come within 30 days, PaneIli said.
Part of his decision, PaneIli said, probably would order
hearings for the economics faculty.
Campus grievance hearings are not adequate, PaneIli
added, but he did not elaborate further on what form the
hearings might take.
Plaintiffs in the suit are Dr.’s Marvin Lee, Turley Mings,
Donald Garnel, professors of economics, and Martin
Primack, associate professor of economics.
Defendants in the suit are Bunzel; James Sawrey, dean of
the School of Social Sciences; Robert Sasseen, dean of the
faculty; Academic Vice President Hobert Burns; and
Chancellor Glenn Dumke.

More names
for upcoming
A.S. election
The name of Josie Cadieux,
running from the University
Students Party lower division was
not included in the list of A.S. candidates in Friday’s Daily.
Cadieux’s name was not included
due to an omission in the list supplied by the election board.
Two candidates, Boydine Hall and
Mike Nesmith, have been dropped
from the list of candidates.
Nesmith was dropped because the
Third World Coalition-Progressive
Slate submitted five candidates in
the graduate division, while there
are only four openings.
Boydine Hall asked the election
board Friday that she not be included in the candidate’s field.
Hall, independent candidate in
lower division, said she needs to
become better acquainted with the
duties of an A.S. councilperson.
"I will run next year," Hall said.

The suit is being funded by United Professors of California
UPC.
Robert Duman. president of the San Jose UPC local, called
Panelli’s comments, "at least a partial victory for the
members of the Economics Department and UPC."
"But we feel there are certain basic questions left unanswered," Duman added.
He said Panelli’s apparent decision does not clearly
delineate faculty rights in the university decision-making
process.
"If the administration can do this to the Economics
Department, it can do it to other members of the faculty at
any time," Duman said.
"When we (UPC) get the written decision, we are going to
seriously consider going to the California Supreme Court,"
Duman said.
Sheldon Greene, attorney for the economics professors,
said the administration is also likely to appeal Panelli’s
decision.
According to Greene the administration usually appeals
lower court verdicts.
Members of the administration could not be reached for
comment yesterday afternoon.

By Terry LaPorte
A.S. President John Rico has issued
his suggested 1975-76 budget-- a
proposal that would provide no funding
for five groups which received A.S.
money this year.
Programs not included in Rico’s
budget are two EOP accounts, Sedition,
Experimental College, the Disabled
Student’s Union and the Environmental
Information Union.
Programs which would get increased
funding under Rico’s recommendation
include the business office, executive
account, leisure services, program
commission, women’s athletic grantsin-aid, work-study, legal counseling,
coffeehouse, Spartan Daily, Community of Communities, day care
center, and the student presidents
association.
The recommended budget, released
last week, was based on the results of
the student poll taken February 24-28,
Rico said.
"We must put self interests aside,"
Rico said, "I think the poll will allow us
to do just that."
Rico’s recommendations appeared
last week before the A.S. budget
committee, which will submit its own
budget to A.S. council within 10 days.
Council will then decide On a budget,
which must be on the desk of SJSU
President John Bunzel by May 15.
Rico and Bunzel must sign the final
budget.
Rico’s proposal has drawn sharp
criticism for what critics said was a
minimal funding of cultural programs.
EOP director Gabriel Reyes
criticized Rico’s budget for not funding
two EOP accounts.
Rico recommended no funding for
EOP’s administrative and summer
accounts.
Reyes said of the proposed cut,
"We’re dealing with a white middleclass backlash. This will result in longrange problems for everybody."
Reyes said if the cuts occur, EOP will
lose iunding for one tutorial coordinator, one recruitment program
coordinator and one clerical worker.
Rico’s actions are indicative of his
fear of minorities, Reyes charged.
"They should never have had to fear
minorities, but now they’ve gone back
to the old methods, which is to exclude
them," Reyes charged.
In explaining the cuts for the EOP
administrative account, Rico said,

A.S. President’s Suggested 1975-76 Budget
Program
Business
Office
Housing
Executive
ICSC
Leisure
Services
Legislative
Election
board
PrograM
commission
Women’s
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Women’s
Grants in
Aid
Work
Study
Legal
Services
Legal
Counseling
Consumer
Switchboard
Coffeehouse
Music
Environmental
Information
Center
KSJS
Sedition
Advertising
Spartan
Daily
Community of
Communities
Women’s
Center
Day Care
CSUCSPA
Disabled
Students
SCALE /
Ethnic Pride
Men’s
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Men’s Grants
in Aid
EOP (administrative)
Experimental
College

Recommendation
by Rico
1974-75

Program
Request

$109,045.91
$789
$14,900
$5,000

$120,607.07
$2,000
$16,900
$17,575

$100,129
$1,200
$19,200
$7,500

$20,100
$2,173

$20,000
$2,300

$39,000
$3,000

$859.95

$1,000

$3,000

$62,907.42

$50,427

$70,000

$23,500

$23,500

$63,788

$2,500

SO

$11,500

$10,000

$9,000

$11,000

$2,000

$3,000

$3,000

$14,000

$10,000

$14,040

$859.10
S12,305
$16,410.52

$1,380
$11,000
$16,410.52

$1,420
$63,991
$25,585

$O
$4,502
SO
$4,500

$3,660
$4,765
$3,660
$5,000

$1,865
$12,439
$6,000
$10,000

$34,297

$23,000

$49,658

$11,900

$11,250

$14,830

$6,000
$16,045
$2,065.50

$6,000
$15,545
$1,500

$10,000
$20,000
$2,005

$1,500

$3,600

$5,500

527,250

$63,551

$63,551

$85,000

$17.500
$O

$39,000
$10,000

$25,000
$28,044

$1,530

$2,500

$O
$5,700.50

SO

"Our budget does not allow for funding
of administrative positions such as
those that should be and were formally
part of the university budget."
Reyes said Rico should be consistent
and cut funds for administrative costs

in all A.S. funded programs, not just
those for EOP.
Rico said all of the programs getting
proposed increased funding were rated
high in the student poll.
Continued on back page

Phones operating
despite unpaid bill
By Mark Stafforini
Because of a telephone company
mixup, the AS. Program Commission’s
outside phone lines have not yet been
turned off.
The phone lines were supposed to be
turned off March 17 because the
commission had exhausted its 1974-75
phone account and still had unpaid
bills.
The phone lines were not shut off
because "the phone company didn’t
execute it properly," according to Greg
Soulds, A.S. business officer.
The commission will not have to pay
for calls made after March 17, Soulds
said, because it was the phone company’s error.
He said the phone lines will be cut off,
but he doesn’t know when.
The commission has asked that $1,000
be transferred from another account to

its phone account to pay bills, according to Suzanne Allayaud, program
commission chairwoman.
The transfer must be approved by
Soulds and Stephanie Dean, A.S.
treasurer.
The $1,000 comes from the commission’s share of the profits of the
March 8-9 Laserium show, Allayaud
said.
When the commission agreed to
cosponsor the Laserium show, it
stipulated that the commission’s share
(15 percent) would be used to pay the
phone bills, Allayaud said.
The commission owes $403.69 on its
February phone bill, she said.
The outside phone lines will not be
turned on again this semester, Soulds
said.
Continued on back page

Squaw Valley it’s not
MT. HAMILTON SNOW -It isn’t often there is snow this
close to San Jose, especially in April. But the weekend weath
er gave us a nice layer of snow up by James Lick observatory,

And for those who don’t care about skiing or making the
scene at the ski resorts, Mt. Hamilton will do lust fine for
having fun in the snow.
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opinion
Only efficient mass transportation
will stall parking space roulette

letters
Visiting artist responds to critic;
nothing bad about exhibiting ego
Editor:
In reply to a letter by Charles R.
Gabbani on Feb. 27. 1975: I think! ought
first to say that I do perpetuate my own
ego, which I make no apologies for.
By promoting a point of view, I am
asserting that -I think," and I find it
realistic to accept the existence of ego.
By writing and publishing your opinion
of my lecture, you must surely be
dealing with your own.
To talk about ego as if it were a
haughty thing, you reduce it to the level
of conceit, and deny us both a lot of
room for development.
However, from my own point of view
the most interesting issue raised in
your piece is the one concerning my
apparent contradictionwhich in itself
implies the naive and academic
assertion that a single contradiction
can invalidate a whole point of view. Of
course I contradict myself to greater
and lesser degrees: in other words
completely and partially.
On this occasion, though. I said that
my paintings were unpredictable and
that nothing happened by accident.
With a certain amount of imagination, I
think it’s possible to see that
"unpredictable" and "accidental" do
indeed share common ground, though if
their meaning were exactly the same
under all circumstances, only one of
them would exist.
I agree that words cannot explain
away visual art. But your assertion that
I should paint pictures and not talk
about them. I find totally unacceptable
on two grounds.
The first is that my lecture was not
illustrated by paintings, but by slides of
paintings. This may seem like a very
insignificant point to you, though there

is an enormous difference between
talking about an object which stands
physically self-evident and using slides
which are just illustrations and
therefore not self-evident. They are
only useful as an indication of an idea.
The second ground is that if artists
don’t talk about their work and their
ideas, they leave that verbal area to the
tender mercies of people like you.
This in itself implies an "expert"
ethic. The fact that you resent my
representing myself in this way and its
inevitable encroachment into an area
that you occupy may have something to
do with your ego.
Nevertheless, the world is full of
experts telling non-experts to keep their
mouths shut. I shouldn’t need to tell you
that the implications of this are that you
support the notion that people are only
competent in the areas they have been
trained in, which is inhibiting and
elitist.
If you do become an expert in these
terms, it would seem to me that the
differences between "art" and
-philosophy" and "accidental" and
"unpredictable" will be even more
unavailable to you than they are now.
Finally, your criticisms of my talk
would seem to rely on the assumption
that the center of the visual art world
exists ( somewhere i in the United
States. ( You don’t say exactly where,
maybe it’s Charleston.) Without
writing at great length on the blinkered
folly of this view. I would say that your
equivalent in China doesn’t agree with
you.
I regret slightly) that you didn’t
come up to me at the end of my talk,
which would hale made it possible for
us to explain ourselves without

Concert at Center
was long overdue
Editor:
Congratulations to San Jose’s Fine
Arts Director Ron Caya and his staff for
lifting the ban of rock concerts being
held in the Center for the Performing
Arts.
The old philosophy that rock and roll
breeds a cult of degenerate and perverted weirdos went by the wayside
Friday night as a well-behaved land
well-groomed ) crowd viewed the
rollicking Santana and Journey bands

Write
The Spartan Daily encourages your
cornrnentS best read letters are short t2S0
yrordst and to the point
Letters nay b submitted at Me Daily
office IJC 701) between 9 a m and S p m
monde, InfOkoph Frodlly Of by
mail
us50
The Daily reserves the ’,phi to edit tot
limpth, style, or libel
include uthor’s
must
All letter’
signets/re. major. address. and phone
number

performing in the plush theatre.
It was a pleasure not driving all the
way to San Francisco to see such a high
calibre of rock talent.
It was a pleasure to have so much
arm and leg space as opposed to the
usual sardine -packed music hall
calamity of fighting for a breath of
fresh air.
It was a pleasure to enter a restroom
that didn’t smell as if people were
missing the toilet bowls.
It was a pleasure to not have to climb
over someone’s back in order to view
the performance.
It was a pleasure to hear Santana and
Journeyif Caya will excuse the
phraseblow the roof off with an
exhilerating set of rock and roll.
Rock impressario Bill Graham and
company should be given an extended
welcome to continue to book shows in
the Center for the Performing Arts.
Hopefully, rock and roll is here in San
Jose to stay.
Alfred J. Bru
Senior, Journalism

resorting to silly letters in the Spartan
Daily.
Unfortunately, this isn’t possible now
since I’m back in Londonwhich I
understand is not the center of the
visual art world.
Sean Scully
Visiting Artist

Kudos given
for approach
to learning
Editor:
Congratulations to Valerie Osland on
her perceptiveness in student
motivation by doing practical things in
learning.
I would like to point out, however,
that her approach is not quite new.
Industrial Arts education has been
doing this for many years.
Students have been using math and
physics in auto shops while working on
their motorcycles. They find that math
and English are necessary to properly
do their work in the machine shop.
While in the various shops in the
Industrial Arts complex, the student is
made aware that somebody had to
invent these machines. Alert Industrial
Arts teachers have for years been
pointing out the people who invented
machines such as the lathe, the linotype
and the printing press.
They also point out when this took
place. The student gains a new appreciation for the Industrial Revolution
and a page or two of history becomes
alive for him.
Keep up the good work Valerie.
Maybe we in the Industrial Studies
Derpartment can even give you a hand.
Ron Vander Veen
Lecturer, Industrial Studies Dept.

’Facts’ require
more research
Editor:
I object to the assumption by Chris
Smith that "common knowledge" is
necessarily accurate.
Despite repeated reports on
television, radio, and in newspapers,
the dissemination of Freon into the
earth’s atmosphere has not been
statistically demonstrated to be
depleting the ozone layer in the
stratosphere.
As with most meteorological
problems, the supposed relationship
between increasing amounts of Freon
and decreasing concentrations of
ozone, will require more data and study
to confirm the connection.
Grover Prowell
Senior, Meteorology

Every weekday more than 14,000
commuters converge upon the
university area and begin the daily
ritual of playing parking space
roulette.
The object of the game is to see
who gets to school early enough to
capture one of the 4,450 parking
spaces in the area designated for
student use.
For years students have lobbied
through A.S. Council and the
campus media to get the university
to build more parking lots and
garages to alleviate the acute
parking prblem.
Unfortunately, solving the
problem is not that simple.
The university would in all
probability not be able to get city
approval for new parking facilities;
because of the Environmental
Protection Agency!s policy of
discouraging more inner-city
parking as a means of dealing with
urban air pollution.
To approve such parking
facilities would be in effect encouraging more traffic congestion
and contributing even more to the
air pollution problem. As a result,
San Jose might lose a substantial
sum of federal money.
Other short-range proposals for
solving the parking problem at
SJSU have also met with failure.
The A.S. started a car pool
switchboard last year to reduce the
number of automobiles coming into
the campus community. The plan
met with a lukewarm reaction
from the student body and had no
visible effect on the parking
problem.
Another plan that was expected
to help alleviate the congestion in
the university area was Dial-ARide. But because of the growing
pains the system is experiencing in
addition to the fact that it is far
than
time-consuming
more
driving, Dial-A-Ride is not a viable
alternative either.
Now there is a new proposal
coming out of A.S. Under this
system, students would drive to a
parking facility in the vicinity of
Spartan Stadium and be shuttled to
school in buses.
It is doubtful that this sytem
would work either. Although the
plan sounds good on paper, it would
be hard to attract students to the
system due to potential problems
with scheduling of the shuttle
buses.
What can be done about the

editorial

)

parking problem? It is obvious that
short-range plans cannot solve it.
The only real solution is a wellfinanced, efficient, mass transit
system.
Not only would convenient,
inexpensive public transportation
ease the burden of commuting, but
it would reduce smog and traffic
congestion in the central city.
But it will take more than vague

proposals to make efficient mass
transit a reality in the Santa Clara
Valley.
If students agree that there is
indeed a serious parking problem,
they will have to band together and
urge federal, state, and local
government to restructure its
priorities and provide a viable
alternative to the automobile.
The only other option is merely to
become more proficient at playing
parking space roulette.
Tom Lee

Men are not the losers
in the child support battle
By Irene Helm
Maybe I’m not liberated, or perhaps
I’m just getting old and out of step with
the times, but every time the subject of
child support comes up I find myself
angrily defending it.
The popular view seems to be that
men always get shafted in divorce
actions and that women should support
their children to some extent.
From my vantage point, if anyone
gets shafted in a divorce it is the women
and childrennot the man.
National studies have shown that
after the initial two years following a
divorce, almost 90 per cent of fathers
ordered to pay child support fail to do
so.
That means mothers become
obligated not only to raise their
Children but to provide them with food
and shelter as well.
I’v heard all the arguments against
enforcement of child support laws and
they don’t impress me at all.
The latest round took place recently
and I found, much to my amassment,
some people still believe that women
sit home watching television all day.
We were discussing a new child
support enforcement bill that went into
effect here on Jan. 1.
It mandates the withholding of child
support payments from paychecks of
fathers who fall two months behind
during a two year period.
I was told the bill favored women and
discriminated against men.
Baloney.
It merely gives some teeth to laws
that say people are obligated to support
their children whether they stay
married or not.
Another tired old argument that
came up is that once the children are in
school "a woman shouldn’t sit home
and watch television all day" while her
ex-husband scrambles to support her
and the kids.

( comment
Just in case there are a substantial
number of people around who don’t
know it yet, women don’t have time to
sit around watching television all day.
Raising children is a full time job
even if they are in school.
I can’t seem to muster up any
sympathy for a father who moans and
groans every time he has to write out a
support check.
Just because his marriage didn’t
work out does not free him from his
obligation to support his children.
Too many men think it does.
Children need a reliable and consistent source of income in order to feel
secure.
Courts don’t usually award enough
support to feed and clothe a family, so
mothers generally have to work at least
part time or go on welfare to supplement family income.
A child needs his mother at home
with him as much as possible, but if she
can’t be, she at least needs to know that
her family isn’t totally dependent on
her for food and shelter.
Otherwise the combined pressures
make a "normal" home life absolutely
impossible and that is difficult enough
to maintain in a broken home as it is.
Child support laws are fair and
equitable in most cases and should be
enforced.
For the first time, authorities now
have a way to do that easily and expensively under the provisions of the
new law.
I think that’s a step in the right
direction.
Now all we have to do is convince law
enforcement officials to use their new
powers expeditiously.
That may be difficult since most of
them are men.

Being a star reporter at SJSU
isn’t as glamorous as you think
By Carla Mariaucci
Amid the reams of copy paper, coffee
cups and unsharpened lead pencils
somewhere deep within lies the heart of
a newspaper reporter.
And it’s probably about as warm as
his beat-up typewriter.
As a fledgling journalist who is just
beginning to test my occupational
wings. I tound that rookie reporters on
the campus daily learn to face the
rough, the tough, and the downright
weird in getting news and information
on the SJSU campus.
The Lois-Lane-Clark-Kent glamour?
Maybe someone forgot to write it into
the script.
Item: I appear bright-and-shiny for
an appointment and an instructor
deflates my bubbleby asking if I’m
from the "campus rag sheet."
Item: the time I got an "exclusive"
interview, and had my only pen run out
of ink in the middle of the note-taking.
Item: the big letdownwhen I meet
that handsome local TV newscaster
who turns out to be an expert. ..but only
on himself.
I attempted to review program notes
while he talked about his life in
broadcasting...since he was 12 years
old. Fascinating!
Then there’s that administrator who
says he’s got a good story for me at 1
p.m. in his office. I approach, pencil
poised for scoop, heart beating
rapidlyonly to have his secretary
shake her head.

(

comment

"1 can’t imagine why he told you 1
o’clock," she says. "Why, he never gets
back from lunch until 2..."
Sometimes the "reporter" title can
induce a few cases of jittery nerves in
people.
I asked one instructor a very innocent
question: what time would his committee be meeting this week?
"Gee, I don’t know," he said
throughtfully.
And he added as an afterthought,
with some suspicion, "I don’t want it
quoted that I don’t know."
And he added on to that, "And I don’t
want it quoted that I don’t want to be
quoted that I don’t know, either... Could I suspect a little paranoia on
his part?
It seems difficult to get across to folks
that there isn’t always a top-secret,
Pulitzer-prize potential story in the
works.
There are, to put it bluntly, some
duds that every Daily reporter tries to
gracefully duck.
Like the review of a by siiposium on
non -orgasmic women that’s going to be
held at the Health Center.
Or the tree-dedication in downtown
San Jose that will feature the presentation of a new plant named after the

mayor....
Don’t get the reporter’s story wrong,
though. There are the moments of
excitement and fun that. bring all of us
back to our typewriters again.
To hear the heart-warming phrases
"she’s in a meeting," "he just stepped
out of the office," or "he’s on another
telephone line right now"truly knots
the journalistic stomach and provides
real excitement when the clock is
ticking closer to deadline.
Nevertheless, all Daily reporters,
like myself, are probably searching
like an addicted surfer and his wave
for the "perfect story."
I keep having this strange, recurring
dream about the "big day!" Or maybe
it’s a nightmare.
I race up the stairs to the newsroom
one day, top secret documents clutched
in my hot little hands.
Bursting through the newsroom
doors. I yell breathlessly "Scoop!
Exclusive! Stop-the-presses!"
And everyone freezes dramatically.
But, by the time I sharpen pencils
that continually keep breaking, and
pound the story outone finger at a
timeon a typewriter that repeatedly
lapses into terminal retirement, the
news deadline has been missed by one
hour, everyone has gone home for the
night, and the presses really have been
.stoppedby a rare, week-long printer’s
union walk -out.
Lois Lane? Clark Kent"
They never had it so good.
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Contraceptives for minors proposed
By Chris Smith
Unmarried minors would
be permitted to receive
prescription contraceptives
without parental consent if a
recently introduced state
senate bill passes.
State codes now say
pregnant teenagers can get
abortions or put their
children up for adoption
without parental permission.
There is no law, however,
which enables minors to get
confidential medical
counseling and treatment to
avoid unplanned pregnancies.
SB 395, introduced by Sen.
Anthony Beilenson ,
Beverly Hills, would change
the wording of a law that
says an unmarried pregnant
minor may consent to
medical treatment related to
her pregnancy.
Under Beilenson’s bill, the
!ode would be reworded so
inmarried minors could
eceive confidential birth
control counseling and
treatment.
Bills vetoed
Beilenson introduced
similar legislation in 1970,
1971 and 1972. Each time the
birth control for minors bills
passed
by
the
were
legislature and vetoed by
former Gov. Ronald Reagan.
Reagan objected to the
legislation and said it would
encourage more sexual
activity and strip parents of

important
consent
prerogatives.
In a letter to the senate
explaining his reasons for
vetoing the 1972 bill, Reagan
said that although sexual
permissiveness may exist
among certain young people
it "does not mean the state
should make it any easier for
them."
Any further erosion of
parental prerogatives in this
area can only further endanger the traditional, vital
role of the family structure
in our society," he wrote
further.
Kay Trimburger, SJSU
sociology lecturer, said the
bill would not encourage
promiscuity, and that it
would be "very consistent
with
the
womens’
movement."
The availability or non availability of birth control
equipment is not going to
or
encourage
either
discourage sexual activity,"
she added.
The bill, Trimburger
asserted, is a "medical kind
of thing" that will provide
"more
protection
for
women."
Consent unnecessary
Existing codes say certain
categories of minors have
legal control over their own
bodies and do not need
parental consent to get birth
control drugs and equipment.

BIRTH CONTROLA state senate bill
would make prescription contraceptives
These codes provide that
legally married women of
any age and women at least
15 -years -old, living away
from their parents and
own
their
managing
financial affairs do not need
to let their parents know they
are practicing birth control.
Also, a provision of the

available to minors without parental con sent.

Welfare and Institution Code
says a minor of childbearing
age whose family is a past,
present, or potential welfare
recipient need not have
parental consent to be
treated with contraceptives.
Robin Daniels, a member
of the board of directors of
Santa Clara County Planned

Parenthood, said present
codes "exclude most middleclass kids living at home"
from confidentially getting
professional birth control
couseling and treatment.
"The anomaly in current
law," Daniels said, "should
be changed."
Daniels stressed that

because of its tax status,
Planned Parenthood is
prohibited from lobbying for
specific legislation. She was
speaking on her own behalf
not as a representative of
Planned Parenthodd, she
said.
Daniels pointed to present
laws allowing pregnant
minors to get medical care
and abortions and said it is
much more sane to prevent
unwanted pregnancies in the
first place.
She said a "one word
change" in the present law
from "care" of pregnancy
to
"prevention"
of
pregnancy)" will not only
allow easier access to
contraceptives, but will
allow physicians and family
planners to educate teens as
to
their
reproductive
responsibility.
Law unclear
Daniels explained there is
no law explicitly prohibiting
a doctor’s prescribing birth
control pills and other
contraceptives to a minor
without parental consent.
Present law is a "very
gray kind of thing," she said,
but Planned Parenthood has
found that treating a minor
with contraceptives is a
"much more honorable
thing" than setting the
teenagers out to chance an
unwanted pregnancy.
Jerry Scribner, Beilenson’s
administrative

assistant, agreed that laws
about treating minors with
prescription contraceptives
are "kinda fuzzy."
Scribner said family
planning agencies often take
a "come and get us attitude"
with the ambiguous laws. So
far no one has been sued for
treating a minor with birth
control apparatus without
parental consent, Scribner
said.
He added, however, that
many doctors are not
prepared to "risk all" by
providing minors with such
equipment or drugs without
the knowledge of their
parents.
If the bill is made law,
Scribner said, a doctor’s
liability will "absolutely" be
reduced because his underaged patient will then have
legal control of her body.
Beilson has said that in
1973 some 46,000 legal
abortions were performed on
minors in California.
. Also, he has pointed to
reports that more than 43 per
state’s
cent
of
the
illegitimate children are
born to teenaged girls.
SB 395 is scheduled to be
discussed by the senate
Health and Welfare Committee.

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API
Billionaire
industrialist
Howard Hughes sought a
continuation of the Vietnam
war until he could recoup
losses suffered by one of his
companies that
builds
military helicopters, the Las
Vegas Sun said yesterday.
The newspaper said it had
"confirmed with two former
Hughes aides that the
billionaire wanted the war to
go on for his personal
financial interests."
Hughes’ spokesmen could
not be reached immediately
for comment.
*

*

*
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A GREAT NEED EXISTS

Facility offers full psychiatric outpatient treatment

You can help others
by donating Hood plasma.

Day care center aids emotionally disturbed
By Robin McNabb
It’s just an old Victorian style house, with a brown stoop
and delicate lattice work rimming its crusty old exterior.
Suspended above the entrance at 28 N. 16th St., is a
weather-faded sign which reads "Day Care Center."
The sign may signify the place where "ex-mental patients
from Agnew go to keep off the streets," as one student
passerby commented.
But to 40 emotionally disturbed patients, many of whom
live in board and care homes within the SJSU community,
it’s the only place offering help and understanding.
Since September, the center has provided psychiatric
outpatient services to many former state hospital mental
patients.
It’s the only facility with a full staff and treatment
program to compensate for "a lack of mental health treatment in San Jose," according to a staff member there.
Inside the center are five rooms, crowded with brightly
colored sofas.
On the walls are examples of the patients’ art work. "Home
Sweet Home" read one poster and "Sometimes I sits and
Thinks and Somethimes I just Sits," read another.
Happy mood
Taken all together, the center reflects a happy mood, and
patients are eager to tell of their experiences at the center.
"Group therapy sessions here helped me to get out of my
shell and gave me love for my brother," said one patient, a
tall, intense man.
"The center helps patients find themselves and realize
their true capabilities," he explained.
A day care patient for the past year, one young woman said
she paid little attention to her personal appearance before
she turned to the center for help.

Billionaire
wanted war,
aides say

"Before I came here, I just stayed inside the house and
rotted. I never brushed my teeth and I didn’t take a bath for
months at a time," she said.
-But now I’m completely changed," said the young
woman, who was dressed in a brightly-checkered pants-suit
and wore a styled-shag haircut.
According to Michael Ingram, a psychiatric technician at
the center, the woman had complete lack of confidence in
herself and the world around her when she arrived at the
center.
"She has completely come out of her shell," he said, "and
is now doing volunteer work at San Jose Recreation Center
and looking for a job as a housekeeper."
This would have been impossible for her to do before
coming to the center, he continued, without the afternoon
socialization and therapy sessions at the center.
Another patient, a serious young man, has been coming to
the center for the past six months.
"It has been hard for me to live out in society," he said.
But through day care group therapy sessions, I’ve
learned to open up myself to others," he explained.
Volunteer work
He now does volunteer work at Grace Baptist Church and
only comes to the center twice a week, he said.
Maggy Trueman, a biblio therapy consultant at the center,
said patients coming to the center are highly motivated.
Trueman guides therapy sessions designed to lessen fear
and anxiety.
"The therapy gets patients to identify what is upsetting
them and to realize they may share problems common with
those of others," she said.
Slowly open up
David Barnes, a recreational therapist at the center, said.

"Many of the patients when they first arrive are withdrawn
but slowly open up in group therapy.
"The therapy sneaks up on them and before they know it,
they are enjoying it," he said.
In therapy, he explained, the patients relax and start
talking honestly.
"We try to get them loosened up and then we use role
playing techniques to get them to bring more of themselves
out," he said.
Barnes explained that when patients are able to begin
talking about their problems, they can begin working toward
solving them.
Giving patients as much support as possible is a way to get
them to make more of a commitment to themselves, Barnes
said.

LIFELINE
BIOLOGICALS
is offering
$16-70 a month.

If you are between
18 and 60, call or
come by weekdays

riBiologirdis.

1469 Park Ave.
Son Jose
998-4567

GIVE YOURSELF
A HAND!
Help yourself and fellow students by serving on one or more important Associated Students and
university committees. Here’s a sampling of some:

A.S. JUDICIARY
Reviews the A.S. Constitution and rules in cases of violations.
A table tennis tournament
sponsored by the Program
Planning Class will be held
from 7 to 10 p.m. on April 9.
Name and phone number
of prospective participants
!an be left in a box at the
S.U. information desk.
Prizes and refreshments
will be featured; admission
is free.

pariah!. Daily
Serving the San Jose Slate
University Community
Since 1934
Second class postage paid a, San
Member of
Jose. California
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Ass. iated
Press Published daily by San Jose
Slate University. except Saturday.
Sunday and Monday. during the
The Opinions no
college year
pressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students.
the College Administration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions or
reefed Only on a remainder of
Full academic
semester basis
year, Se each Semester. 54 50 Oft
campus prce per copy 10 cents
Phone 277 1181 Advertising 271
3171 Press of Erich Printing San
Jose

campus briefs
For further information
call Suheir Khalaf at 298E985.

Barrett.

publication
A
new
Woman Spirit is now on sale
at the SJSU Women’s Center
The weekly smoking -on 10th Street.
cessation clinic will conduct
It sells for E2 a copy.
a meeting at the Health
Service Center today. Clinic
hours are 10 a.m. on
Tuesdays in HB 206.
The clinic is for students
from
who want to smoke less or
not at all.

SPARKS

InRcan

The Women’s Center’s
Free Clothes Store is once
again in operation.
The store is open only on
Fridays for anyone needing
clothes or wishing to donate
them.
For further information
call the Women’s Center at
294-7265 and ask for Linda
Brackenbury or Zanne

o

WATERSHIP DOWN, by Adams

Avon
*FEAR OF FLYING, by Jong Signet
GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS:
by McWhirter and McWhirter Bantam
I AIN’T MUCH, BABYBUT I’M ALL I’VE GOT
Fawcett
by Lair
JOURNEY TO ITZ LAN, by Castaneda
Pocket Books
HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIEND,
Ballentine
by Newman and Berkowitz
JAWS, by Benchley
Bantam
TIMES TO REMEMBER, by Rose Kennedy
Bantam
WORKING, by Terkel
Avon
BLACKBERRY WINTER, by Margaret Mead
Pocket Books

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
InStrUcl ion in e ’tarn- taking techniques used successfully by
California pre-law students. Taught for over three years in
San Francisco and Berkeley by practicing lawyers.. COST

Course for April 19 LSAT starts April 2
Course for July 26 LSAT starts July 9

Call (415) 433-5805 for complete information, or Write: 235 Montgomery St. Suite
710, San Francisco 94104
.///11,0’.1

300(YCORE

ACADEMIC FAIRNESS COMMITTEE -a sub -committee of the Academic Senate reviews complaints and charges of violation
of student rights on general and specific issues involving curricular matters. Also makes
recommendations for redress to tne Academic Vice Presideit.
STUDENT GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
a sub -committee of the Academic Senate hears and seeks redress on student grievances
concerning individual members of the faculty, administration or staff. When appropriate
the committee makes recommendations concerning appropriate redress, ultimately,
if necessary, to the university president.
A.S. ELECTION BOARD
governs Associated Student election procedures, mans polls and counts votes.

WEEK OF APRIL 7, 1975

PRE-LAW STUDENTS

OM." O.,.

the

Bestsellers

Register Now for April or Jply LSAT Review Course

$415

The SJSU campus will be
visited by several specialists
in the employment of
disabled people.
The meeting will be held in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room
from 12:30 to 3 p.m. April 9 to
discuss employment with
any disabled students.
Call Gladys Rohe, Senior
Advisor in Career Planning
and Placement for more
information at 277-2816.

-et

2.25
1.95

STUDENT UNION FOOD SERVICE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
reviews food service in the Student Union and makes recommendations for change and
improvement in areas of foods served and organization of the cafeteria itself.

1.95
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.75
2.50
2.25
1.95

PLUS MANY MORE
Applications and info are available from A.S. personnel officer Laurie Graham
in the Student Union Information Booth, Mon. -Fri. 9 to 11, or in the A.S. Offices,
third level Student Union, 277-3201. Your help is needed.
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Krause ’tour guide’ on fruitful Cougar hunt
By Nick Naach
What Chicago is to
presidential elections and
Rick Barry is to the
Warriors, Ruth Krause is to
the Spartan track team.
Krause in the steeplechase
is a harbinger of things to
come for SJSU.
March 15 against UCLA
Krause was upset, and the
Spartans lost, 93-61.
Last Saturday the junior
from Lynwood surprised two
highly -ranked Wasington
WSU I
State University
runners and led SJSU to a 7975 triumph on a cold, rainy
day.
Krause ran against the top
in
steeplechasers
two
Cougar history, Dale Fleet
and Dean Clark; the latter
was second in last year’s
National Collegiate Athletic
Association NCAA) outdoor
championship meet.
By his five-second win in
9:11.0, one would not have
known that Krause’s lifetime
best (9:06.61 was at least 29.6
seconds slower than that of
either Cougar.
No preparation
"I hadn’t done anything
since UCLA to prepare. I just
felt real good," said Krause,
who seemed to leave the
Cougars farther in his wake
with each lap of the sevenlap event.
An official had erroneously
fired his pistol one-lap before
the correct gun lap.
Krause said he tried to
pick up the pace, but
couldn’t.
"When I heard that I tried
to ’fly,’ but I couldn’t," he
said.
While ranking fifth on the
all-time SJSU steeplechase
list, Krause said that at

times the four hurdles and
one water jump in each lap
take too much out of a
runner.
So much that he doesn’t
rank the steeplechase among
his favorite races, hes
success notwithstanding.
Krause exciting
"Ruth Krause is our most
exciting athlete," Spartan
head coach Ernie Bullard
said.
"You just never know
what to expect from one
week to the next. He was
super today. That race just
devasted them. They never
expected it," Bullard said.
In a meet where every
stride, throw and jump was
crucial, the reversal of three
third-place finishes would
have given WSU the meet,
78-76.
Krause’s win gave SJSU a
lead, 5-4, which it never
relinquish
Long jump sweep
With the score 39-38 in the
Spartans’ favor, the trio of
Curtis Davis, Dan Carter
and Reggie Huey swept the
long jump giving SJSU a 10point cushion, 48-38.
Martin’s clutch vault
The Cougars had whittled
the Spartan lead down to one
again, 66-65, when Roger
Martin cleared 16 feet in the
pole vault on his final attempt, giving him the event
and SJSU a 74-66 advantage.
Teammate Larry Johnson
also cleared 16 feet giving
the Spartans eight points in
the pole vault.
"There was no pressure,"
Martin said of his key 16-foot
vault. "I had trouble with my
plant today, and I finally
worked it out."
While satisfied with his

Hanle( Held

in the mile, gets help from Calvin Casenvae,
left, and Mike Kasser.

NOT ALL FUN AND GAMESA tired
Rusty Nehirney, center, who finished fourth
performance, Johnson, a
physical education junior,
was dismayed at his failure
to clear 16 feet 6, which
would have been a personal
best for him.
"I got to have it. I got to
have it," Johnson kept

saying of 16 feet 6.
Spartans took firsts in 10 of
the 18 events held, and while
it was hard to pick out the
outstanding effort, none was
more exciting than James
Austin’s 120-yard high hurdle
victory.

The
freshman
from
Pasadena faced Kenyan Kip
Ngeno, who has a lifetime
best of 13.8 and is "a world
class hurdler," according to
Bullard.
Ngeno nit the eighth and
ninth hurdles of the ten -

14 years, 14 wins

Judo team wins title

Okay, what college team holds the
record for the most consecutive
titles in a single sport.?
It’s not UCLA’s basketball team,
believe it or not. And it’s not Slippery Rock State’s marble team.
It’s SJSU’s judo team, which has
been winning national titles with the
monotonous regularity of the second
hand sweeping around the clock.
SJSU won the National Collegiate
Championships at the University of
Pittsburgh April 5, where 65 schools
were represented.
The Spartans had champions in

Rain -weary
baseballers
play today
SJSU’s 6-foot-7 basketball
:forward, Don Orndorff, will
’set his second pitching start
of the baseball season today
when the Spartans travel to
Santa Clara.
The Broncos and Spartans
(13-hi meet in a 2:30 game
at Buck Shaw Stadium,
weather permitting.
Orndorff, who is 1-0 on the
:year, will be hoping to break
Santa Clara’s domination of
SJSU this year. Santa Clara
stopped SJSU in two
,previous games.
Spartan
coach Gene
Menges did everything he
could to get in the weekend
series with San Diego State,
but Mother Nature wouldn’t
. cooperate.
After Friday’s game was
rained
out,
Menges
’scheduled a triple-header for
Saturday, but that went
down the tubes also. The
games
will
not
be
,rescheduled unless they
’have a bearing on the league
hampionship.
r

four weight divisions and took thirds
in the remaining two divisions.
SJSU easily won the team title
with 50 points, 37 points more than
the second-place finisher, Cumberland of Kentucky, despite the
absence of two starters.
Keith Nakasone, AAU champion
in the 139-pound division, and Peter
Mondo, 176, did not participate due
to injuries.
Steve Bonior, 154, was also injured
and unable to compete.
Winning national championships
Kikucki
were
Dan
(Hwt.),

Linksters
in contention
at Alameda
Four SJSU golfers are still
in contention for the 48th
annual Alameda Commuters
Tournament after the first 36
holes held this past weekend.
The final two rounds will
be played Saturday and
Sunday at the Alameda
Municipal North and South
Courses.
Mark Lye is three shots off
the lead after carding two
71s for a 142 total. Scott Hoyt,
the first round leader with a
69, had a 74 Sunday for a 145
total.
Paul Hahn (147) and Don
Thomas (145) are also in the
running.
Cal State Hayward golf
coach Larry Edwards is the
leader at 139, with rounds of
70 and 69.
The entire SJSU team will
compete in the University of
Pacific Invitational at
Woodbridge Country Club in
Lodi Thursday and Friday.
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Brewster Thompson 12051, John
Baggott (,1561
and Randy Sumida
154).
Taking thirds were Steve Hoyt
( 176) and Mike Kessler (139).
Since the only senior on the team
is Kikuchi there seems to be no end
in sight to coach Yosh Uchida’s
dynasty.
But Uchida does not plan to let his
team become complacent.
"We will have a strong nucleus
returning, but those who competed
this time can’t take it for granted
they’ll compete in the Nationals next
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Rain wreaked havoc on
sporting events over the
weekend, but as JV baseball
coach Sam Piraro put it,
"unfortunately we got it (the
game) in" Friday.
The Spartans dropped a 43, eight-inning decision to
Mitty High School when the
Monarchs’ Rick Porras hit a
two-run homer to end the
scheduled
seven -inning
contest.
"It shouldn’t have been
any more than a double,"
said Piraro. The ball was a
shot up the right-center field
alley that went past outfielders Greg Sheehan and
Dave Gonzalez, said Piraro.
Gonzalez should have
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Nakasone, Sumida, Thompson,
and Kikuchi are favorities of Uchida
to enter world competition.

backed up Sheehan on the
play instead of both converging for the ball at the
same time, said Piraro.
The Spartans lost two runs
in the fourth inning when
Jack DiCarlo tagged what
appeared to be a two-run
triple, but he failed to touch
first rounding the bases, and
was called out to retire the
side.
Paul Bertoldo threw "five
strong innings," said Piraro.
Ken Orpitelli got the loss for
the Spartans.
The JVs take on Santa
Clara University at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday at San Jose
Municipal Stadium, Alma
and Senter streets.
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vocative movie, underlining once again the
errors we made in Vietnam and, I hope.
serving as a warning to us to never again
(let involved in a Similar Situation It IS
,ertain)y a strong, stimulating movie Senator CLAIBORNE PELL (Rhode
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in 4:04.4.
The recreation junior
overtook WSU’s Joshua
Kirneto on the last turn but
almost never got into
position to kick home.
"When I get knocked off I
lose my rhythm. I must have
stumbled or been bumped
three times," he said.
Weeks wins shot put
Shot putter Mike Weeks
captured the other Spartan
first with a 55 feet 6’a toss.
Season’s bests were turned
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FVORITE FAB FIVE
-The Three Musketeers"
’’Lenny"
"Birds ho It... Bees Ito It"
"The Parallax View"
"Chinatown"
FAVORITE DIRECTOR
Richard Lester
FA1’t MITE LOVE
’,..ung Frankenstein"
i year’s happiest ending.
MOST TOGETHER
ACTPERSON
FAVI SR ITE ACTPERSON
Jack NR iliii,1111 for "Chinatown"
In a
where your face
usualli s,ur fortune, beautiful
Jack had a bandage over his
nose for half the thin. When
you’re that together you
deserve two awards.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
ThiN year may be the best year
since 196S. Kubrick’s "Barry
Lydon:" Lester’, "The Four
Musketeers" and "Royal Flash:"
Bob Altman’s "Nashville:" and
beautiful Jack Nicholson in
"Fortune:" and Ken Russell
directing Roger and Keith and Eric
and Elton and Tina and (hold on to
your Akadama) beautiful Jack in
"Tommy:" and a reissue of Disnis "Snow White and the Seven Dwari,...
%ND NOW A WORD FROM OUR
sPONSOR
word is "Akadama." Akadama Red
Wine and Akadama Plum. the
grape wine with the natural
plum flavor. When
contemplating all you have
to look forward to in the
wonderful world of films,
do it with a weird and
wonderful Zonkadama
(1 part Akadama Red,
1 part runt, 2 parts soda
and ice) or Plum ’N’ Cola or
Plum and In Cola or whatever.

84 E. San Fernando
Part time electronics
apprentice in music
store. Applicant musts
have music and elec- Ix
tronics bckgrd. Must ,
It
be able to work a
minimum of 30 hrs
*
wk. all year around.

A

THE AKADAMA
MAMA AWARDS.

*
**
Job
!Opportunity’
: MOYER MUSIC ROUSES
:

in by Charles Mackey, 6 feet
9 in the high jump; javelin
thrower Dave Krogh, 225 feet
11 and 880-yard runner Mike
Kasser, 1:53.4, in key
second-place finishes.
"We got a break or two,
but we earned them,"
Bullard said of the win,
which avenged the Cougars’
8612-6752 victory last year.
The Spartans, now 5-1 in
dual meet action, will host
UC Irvine this Saturday at
Bud Winter Field.

dama

LISTEN TO MAMA .AND PASS THE AKADAMA.
THE WINE YOU CAN MIX.

*
CALL
*
*
*it MR. HAYES :
298-5405
:
***************

HEALING
a weekend program in santa cruz

Psychic Healers in the Philippines
Don Westerbeke, biochemist; known for his work with and film on
psychic healers in the Philippines.
The Mind as Healer
Carl Simonton, M.D., radiation therapist; has studied the significance of
the patient’s will in treating disease; has developed internationallyrecogni zed cancer treatment combining traditional treatment with
biofeedback, meditation, hypnotherapy and psychiatry.
Using the Mind to Control Physiological Functions
Norman Shealy, M.D., neurosurgeon specializing in treatment of
chronic pain.
Orthomolecular Psychiatry: Megavitamin Therapy
Harvey Ross, M.D., diplomate, American Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology (Psychiatry)
Unorthodox Medicine and Hypnosis
William Kroger, M.D., Executive Director, Institute for Comprehensive
Medicine; co-founder, American Society of Clinical Hypnosis.
The Holografic Theory of Brain Function
David A. Goodman, Ph.D., biopsychologist; director, Newport
Neuroscience Center, L.A.; president, World Future Society, 1./.A.
Chapter.
An Overview
Irving Oyle, DO., researcher in high frequency sound acupuncture and
developer of techniques described in "The Well Body Book"
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The ultimate goal the judokas can
attain will not be possible until this
summer when the Pan-American
games and the world championships
will take place.

Mix-up by outfielders
loses contest for JVs

I

I

year. There are some kids we left at
home who are hungry and good
enough to challenge for those spots
next season." Uchida said.

hurdle race, which was run
into a stiff wind.
Seeing that, Austin, a close
second, got an extra burst of
speed to win at the Cape in
14.9, also Ngeno’s time.
"I saw him hit the hurdles
and something inside just
told me to go," Austin said.
A phalanx of blue-suited
Spartans mobbed Austin
atafter his raceall
temtping to be the first to
cngratulate hint.
Sophomores Ron Livers
and Ron Whitaker turned in
stellar performances again.
Whitaker won both the 100
and 220-yard dashes and
anchored the winning 440yard relay teama repeat of
his success against UCLA.
"The Whit," as his
teammates call him, ran 9.7
in the 100, and 20.9 in the 220
with the aid of a 4.8 m.p.h.
wind, just over the allowable
4.473 m.p.h.
Livers high jumped his
lifetime best of 7 feet in
taking second in the event,
and won the triple jump with
an outstanding, though windaided leap of 53 feet 114.
His 7 -foot high jump
qualified him for the NCAA
championship meet to be
held June 5-7 in Provo, Utah.
The NCAA qualifying
mark is 6 feet 11.
Even Livers’ weakest
effort, 52 feet 4, would have
won the triple jump. That’s
how good a day he had.
"I was happy with the high
jump, but not the triple," he
said, while bemoaning his
lack of technique in the hop,
skip and jump.
The Norristown, Pa.,
native, who is undefeated in
the triple jump this season in
six meets, said he is floating
rather than driving off the
board.
Junior Mark Schilling
extended his unbeaten string
as a Spartan in dual meet
races to 19 with a patented
come-from-behind mile win

Sat., 9-5, and Sun., 94, APRIL 12 13
Del Mar Theater, 1 124 Pacific Ave
Non-credit, $30. Credit, $40.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA EXTENSION, SANTA CRUZ
Phone (4081 429-2351
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Santana wows crowd

Pete tobia
GETTING IT ONRay Charles performed his original -style
music to a clapping, cheering audience Sunday night at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium. The Sunday night concert was

the second of two in the Bay Area this past weekend.
Charles performed Saturday at the Oakland Paramount
Theatre.

’The Genius’ warmly received

Ray Charles concert a hit
By Carson Mouser
Everyone was there, from
the fashion-plate dressers to
the blue-jeaned ladies.
There were those who
remembered his first hit
when it was first played on
the radio, and there were
those who remembered his
last television appearance.
They were all there
Sunday night at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium and they
were ready.
Ready to see, hear and feel
Ray Charles in concert.
Before the 200 people in the
audience heard the man
nicknamed "The Genius,"

they were warmed by the
Ray Charles Orchestra for
an hour-long first set.
Under Leroy Cooper’s
direction the orchestra
warmed the crowd with
roaring, brassy jazz mixed
with more moody and easygoing pieces.
The highlights of the set
were the very fine solos by
the trumpets, saxophones
and drums.
Charles came onstage
following the brief, cooling
intermission.
As the crowd clapped and
cheered, Charles quickly
began to sing a jumping

version of "Girl," then
moved into his standard
"Busted."

Charles performed several
of his hits such as "Georgia
on My Mind," "Be Mine,"
and an emotional "I Can’t
For the next two hours Ray
Stop Loving You."
Charles and the audience
Charles sings as though
carried on a love affair.
every song comes from
In between songs, requests personal experience with the
echoed throughout the instrumentation reflecting
intense
emotional
auditorium. Charles politely the
told the audience he could feelings of the experiences.
not perform requests, imAnother side of Charles, a
plying
contract lighter side, was given equal
arrangements as the reason. play and the audience loved
However he did say, "If it.
His introduction of the
you be quiet we’ll get around
Raelettes, a five -woman
to them."
vocal
back-up
group,
True to his promise, digressed into a thank you to
Adam for mentioning to God
he needed some company.
"Imagine how he felt
waking up the next morning
and finding another human
being next to him," Charles
said.
Charles went on to imagine
and
Eve
Adam
how
discovered what each other
seven minute reading. was about.
The result was resounding
Included within the reading
will be the three minute laughter and applause.
piece performed in the
Charles ended the show
preliminary competition.
with a hard driving encore of
"Let’s Go Get Stoned" acFirst place winner will be companied by the audience
awarded $50 and will host the clapping hands and footcontest the next year.
stomping.

Kaucher reading contest
opens at Studio Theater
The art of oral interpretation will be on
display today in the Studio
Theater as the competition
in the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
Oral Reading Award Contest
gets under way.
In its 27th year, the annual
contest was started in 1949 to
honor Dr. Kaucher, who was
SJSU professor of oral
reading, storytelling and
drama from 1930 to 1957 and
a professor emeritus from
1957 until her death two
years ago.
Material for the contest
may be narrative prose,
fiction, poetry, drama or
essay, but must be of high
literary value and conform
to contest guidelines, according to Noreen La Barge
Mitchell, coordinator for
contest and professor in
theater arts.
The contest is not limited
to persons in the Theater
Arts Department.
Anyone
from
the
university may enter the
competition, Mitchell said.
Students who do enter the
competition, Mitchell said,
"often end up taking classes,
being better audiences and
even winning the contest."

The preliminary competition will be held today in
the Studio Theater SD 103
and final competition among
the six finalists is scheduled
for 3:30 Thursday, April 17 in
the Studio Theater.
Contestants in the final
competition will perform a

about thirty works of art by
local artists.
The works Include oil and
acrylic paintings, watercolors, mixed media and
e.raphics

The Triton Museum is
located at 1505 Warburton
Ave., Santa Clara. The hours
are 12:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
Tue.-Fri., 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat , and 1 p.m. -5 p.m. Sun.

pcooposecioioseccooioocecocepor

Woman," there was no
doubt.
The band all but removed
any memory of Journey by
laying down a funky,
smoking beat that had
everybody moving.
Carlos Santana clearly has
few equals as a guitarist. His
riffs were incredibly clean
and well-phrased, no matter
how fast or slow he played.
His smile, at first seeming
as gentle as an Eastern
mystic, became clearly a
sign of enjoyment.
He had won the audience
over, and showed he could
achieve the same heights he
had when the band had its
first huge successes.
Membership in the band
has mostly changed since the
old days, except for bassist
Dave Brown, but the
musicians still remain enjoyable.
The new lead vocalist,
Leon Patillo, came out from
behind his electric piano on a
few numbers to strut around
the stage in Tower of Power
style.
And drummer Ndugo took
over for an extended solo
that could have been boring,
but wasn’t because he
managed to find a new
rythym or sound whenever
the old one got tiring.
Despite such varying
talents, the band still is a
showcase for Santana, whose
guitar playing is so melodic,
unrushed and full sounding,
it puts him far above the
appellation "rock guitarist."
But, he is also a seasoned
entertainer. He no longer
invokes his religious beliefs
onstage, as he has done the
last few years.
Santana’s encore was even
"Soul Sacrifice" (shades of
Woodstock!), a driving song

YOU ARE THE CAUSE OF INFLATION!!
If you are still paying highbst prices for service and repairs
COMPARE OUR PRICES
DEALERSHIP QUALITY WITHOUT DEALERSHIP COSTS
An Independent Service Department
Factory & Dealer Trained
Certified The SarilICO Department Licensed
3595 The Al.irned,i, S C
984-0610

a pair of Pantyhose or Rugby socks with purchase of
matching BOOBY TRAPS or BRIGHTON BELLES.

PiRZfl

30007.01E

free concert
The SJSU jazz chamber
ensemble will perform a
program ranging from
conventional
to
experimental jazz at , 8:15
Thursday night in the SJSU
Concert Hall. The performance is free and open to
the public.

SILVA

NEED A
TRAILER?
TRUCKS, PICK UPS,
LARGE VANS
ReJfilly clVallable on short notice
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
78 S 4th -Close to SJSU Library

SINCE 1936

San Jose State
Bird Watcher
Barbara Edel1/356-0664
Who knows more about PSA,
the unofficial state bird than
your own official campus rep?
With more California flights
than any other airline, PSA is
ready to take off any time you
are. Next time you need a
reservation, watch for your
bird watcher. Or whistle.

PSA gives you a

Education Under Capitalist Control

Wed. April 9

MAR FIN CARNOY

Wed. April 16 Role of State in Contemporary
Economic Crisis
JAMES O’CONNOR

Alienation and Ideology

RICHARD LICHTMAH

Wed. April 30

Is Population The Problem?

MARVIN LEE

LOMA PRIETA ROOM
12:30 P.M.
Tues. April 15

Academic Freedom

40% OFF
Available now at the

to perform

STUDENT COUNCIL
CHAMBERS 12:30 P.M.

DANILL ELLSBEHu

MARY QUANT EYE MAKEUP CRAYONS & BATH ACCESSORIES

Jazz group

lift.

RADICAL
POLITICAL
ECONOMY

Tues. April 22

SUPER BARGAINS
FREE

become.
Environment, it appears,
does make a difference.

4sooli

TOYOTADATSUNMAZDA
"Luv"
"Courier"
OWNERS

MARY QUANT
DESIGN FASHIONS
FOR FACES
and OTHER THINGS

from their first album that
had many up and dancing.
This was also the first rock
concert at the center. The
city originally had a ban on
rock concerts there, but that
ban has been lifted since the
re-opening of the center.
A spokesman for the
said
manager
center
Monday the facility was "left
in very good shape" and said
there will definitely be more
rock concerts.
It is a decidedly civilized
and pleasant place to have a
rock concert.
While the audience looked
like a typical Winterland
crowd, it didn’t seem like the
zoo the old ice rink has

THE A.S. EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
ECONOMICS STUDENT ASSOCIATION PRESENTS A LECTURE SERIES
AND TEACH IN ON RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Local artists exhibit work
at Triton Museum of Art
Two new exhibits opened
at the Triton Museum of Art
in Santa Clara on Sunday.
Fourteen woodcuts are
displayed by noted artist
Wolfgang Klein in the Main
Pavilion.
Klein says of his art: "I
have moved away from
radical contemporary art,
and yet use modern abstract
forms as the basis for
realism. In this way, I try to
establish a much deeper
contact between the viewer
and my self."
The second exhibition is
the Third Annual Exhibition
of the Santa Clara Art
Association, a collection of

By Jeff Mapes
Carlos Santana, his hands
clasped behind his back,
smiled benignly down at
Friday night’s capacity
audience before his show in
the San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts.
A convert to the teachings
of Sri Chimnoy, Santana
gave off an aura of inner
peace and tranquility that
has come to characterize his
recent albums.
But from the first clean
licks of his guitar over the
tight, smoking band behind
him, it was clear Santana
was here to rock like the old
days.
And after cooking through
a fast mixture of his newer
songs and his old hits, the
audience was his for the rest
of the night.
Earlier, former Santana
members Neal Schon and
Gregg Rollie gave the
audience a taste of their
band, Journey.
Journey’s hour-long set
centered around hard,
driving guitar work by Schon
and Rollie’s superlative
vocals.
They like to play loud and
fast and the interludes, when
Schon sent melodic riffs out
over the audience, served
mostly as a foundation for
the driving crescendos the
band reached again and
again.
Schon, 20, is an aggressive
guitarist and the band
played with a vengeance
sending the audience into the
mood for hard and fast rock.
During the intermission,
nobody was sure if Santana
would build on the crownd’s
mood or move into a jazz
sound.
But after Santana’s second
number, "Black Magic

Wed. April 23
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Three close Oscar races
top tonight’s extravaganza
By Mary Edwards
Tonight is Oscar nightgala
Hollywood’s 47th
Academy Awards presentation.
self-congratulatory
The
extravaganza will be aired
at 7 p.m. on NBC, with
emcees Sammy Davis Jr.,
Bob Hope (of course),
Shirley MacLaine and Frank
Sinatra.
Of the dozens of awards
that will be presented, the
three that will be watched
most closely are:
Best picture-of the five
films nominated, "Chinatown" seems the best
bet.
"The Godfather, Part II"
is impressive, but not as
its
as
compelling
predecessor, and "Lenny" is
marred by the too-palatable
image it presents of Lenny
Bruce.
Reactions to "The Conversation" ran awfully hot
and cold, and "The Towering
Eugene Dominique

CONFRONTATION -Johnny (Charles Owens) ridicules the civil rights efforts of Mary

Lou (Sammi Gavith) in scene from "No
Place to Be Somebody."

Racketeering depicted

Crowd enjoys satire
By Carson Mouser
The audience laughed,
applauded and cheered
Friday night in the SJSU
University Theatre.
The event was the second
night presentation of Charles
Gordone’s "No Place to Be
Somebody."
After a slow start the
Black Theatre Workshop and
Theater Arts Department coproduction began to warmup into fine theater at the
start of the second act.
Losing the first act stiffness in movement and lack
of clarity, the actors moved
more fluidly and spoke with
more authority and began to
inject life into the play.
Effective satire
The audience was also
ready to respond to the
powerful drama and satire in
Gordone’s Pulitzer prize
winning play.
As
each
character’s
problems came out the
audience roared at the satire
Harlem
bar
in
the
relationships.
In addition, the second act

moves Gordone’s story along
more quickly.
Johnny Williams has been
waiting for Sweets, the man
who took care of him when
he was a child, to come back
from prison to start his plan
to get part of a rackets
game.
But Sweets comes back
with the news he is finished
with the rackets.
Angered at this, Johnny
decides to freelance. He
meets a naive, liberal white
woman, who is the daughter
of an ex-syndicate lawer
turned judge.
Scheme backfires
She decides to help Johnny
in his blackmail scheme to
end the syndicate pressure.
The scheme backfires and
the results are harsh and
predictable.
Charles Owens as Johnny
dominates the play with his
firm voice and commanding
body movements. He seems
unconcerned about the
audience and brings the
character to life because of
it.

Though not as dominating,
Bennie Jurand as Gabe
Gabriel, Johnny’s friend and
the neighborhood actor-poet,
is excellent in the soliloquies
at the beginning of each act
and at the end of the play.
His voice has a fine tone
and changes from the
serious to the comic and to
the disgusted easily. His
voice is matched with fluid,
sweeping walks and pose
striking.
Tempo slowed
The play, however, is hurt
by the less believable and
stiff character-portrayals by
the minor characters late in
the third act. They tended to
slow the play’s tempo and
were not clear or loud
enough to be fully understood.
Pamela Elliot’s set design
of the complete bar from a
relevision set behind the
counter to the jukebox and
the pong game in the corners
was a noteworthy contribution to the believability
and success of this play.

Cassavetes’ latest film
lacks plot, goes nowhere
By Mary Edwards
crosses to bear-a husband version of cinema veriteOne of the most discon- who works long hours, three truth on film.
But
Cassavetes
has
kids,
a
certing things than can rambunctious
happen to a reviewer is to go cramped, confining house. cluttered whatever truths he
But watching Rowlands has discovered with an
to a film that’s been applauded by most big-time grimace and sputter through excess of energy and gutcritics and wonder what they seemingly endless scenes is spilling emotion.
Philosophical pondering
possibly found to rave about. enough to make anyone shy
He has, for the most part,
-Woman
Under
the away from identifying with
given up the frivolous
Influence,"
John her.
business of acting and
Misguided warmth
Cassavetes’ latest filmed
And though Peter Falk is devoted himself to pondering
slice of life, left me
cold-and puzzled.
an exceptionally endearing the philosophy of life and to
There is no real plot, the actor, even he can’t make what ends people are driven.
characters don’t change or Nick palatable.
"Faces,"
his
first
grow, there are no insightsWe’re to forgive his bursts philosophical vehicle, was
what exactly is the point?
of temper and violence novel and interesting, and so
his
later
film,
I wish I knew.
because he’s basically a was
Crazy lady
loveable guy, but something "Husbands."
All I know from having sat inside me balks at symBut with "Woman Under
watching for 2’2 hours is that pathizing
with
such the Influence," my vote-for
what it’s worth--is in:
Mabel Longhetti
Gene misguided warmth.
Rowlands) is one crazy lady,
You’ve pondered too long,
-Woman
Under
the
and her husband Nick Peter Influence" is Cassavetes’ John.
Falk) is only slightly less
wacko.
But I haven’t the slightest
idea why, nor can I divine
from the ends Cassavetes
leaves loosely hanging how
Mabel and Nick survive their
lunacy.
Popular bandwagon
10% DISCOUNT SPECIAL STUDENT
"Woman
Under
the
BODY DISCOUNT
ON SERVICES AND
Influence" is an attempt to
jump on the awakeningON ALL NEW FIATS
REPAIRS ON ALL
awareness-of-women bandAND NEW PEUGEOTS
wagon, and it’s nice to see
FOREIGN AND
SEE THE ALL NEW
that it’s such a popular thing
to do these days.
PEUGEOT DIESEL SEDAN
DOMESTIC MODELS
But don’t be fooled& WAGON WITH 35 MPG
Cassavetes has merely
borrowed the theme and
375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
used it for his own fuzzy
notions of what’s eating the
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT
American housewife.
Mabel has the usual

*STAR MOTOR
IMPORTS

43iir,

Inferno" is a throwaway.
Best Actor-nominees are
so evenly matched that it’s
anybody’s guess. Art Carney’s
performance
in
"Harry and Tonto" is tee
best of his career, if not the
best of the year, and the
Academy has more than
once honored its long-time
favorites.
Albert Finney seems a
long shot since his role in
"Murder on the Orient
was largely
Express"
masquerade, but it is an
acting tour de force.
Both Al Pacino ("Godfather II") and Dustin
Hoffman ( "Lenny" ) are
likely winners, but I’m
putting my money on Jack
Nicholson in "Chinatown."

he university is preparing a list of fumes 0, students who
I I get deploys on May 23. 1975.1 in. commencement ex
...cue This list will he treated as directory in for mot ion, stride’
,vovistons of the Family Educattional and Po ..cy Act, as
I mended
Names of degree recipients will be published in the cons
mencernent program and distributed to persons attending the
commencement exerciser II is also cony., site OblieY to Pre
pen, news items nil mg individual names and degrees 4.41, de cl
10, release to home -town newspapers

sidered one ,of the most
serious contenders for her
in
acting -improvisation
the
Under
"Woman
Influence," but I’m pulling
for either Faye Dunaway
("Chinatown" ) or Ellen
Burstyn (’Alice Doesn’t Live
Here Anymore" ).
shall
see.
But
we
Tomorrow all of us who were
foolish enough to guess in
print can eat our words. Pass
the ketchup.

Any student eligible to take pert in the May 23 exercise who
ltitic-ts to either of the above intent.ns of the universitY
should notify in writing
Mr James Noah
University Rotel ion,
San Jose Slate Univ.. sity
San iota. CA 95192
Notification must be received no later than April 11, in order
prevent an individual’s name from being published in the
program of to a news release

actress -another
Best
toss-up. Diahann Carroll
gives her best performance
to date in "Claudine," and
Valerie Perrine does extremely well in her limited
role in "Lenny."

WIN
YOUR OWN
PINBALL
MACHINE!
Plus A New

Gena Rowlands is con-

Beckett’s ’Godot’
absorbs audience
By Bob Agee
An exciting and satisfying
evening’s entertainment is
available just a few blocks
from campus, at the Actors
Repertory Theatre ART),
249 S. 2nd Street.
ART’s present offering of
Samuel Beckett’s powerful
tragicomedy, "Waiting for
Godot," is a resoundingly
successful production.
"Godot" is the kind of play
that is often done best in a
small, intimate theater. The
sets are simple and the
characters few, and director
has
Daves
Virginia
arranged the stage and
seating so that the audience
is in the best position to
become absorbed by the
play.
Tramps wait
The scene of the play is a
lonely country road, where
two tramps, Estragon and
Vladimir, wait beside an old
tree for someone known only
as Godot.
As they wait, the two men
converse petulantly with
each other and invent little
games to pass the time.
Estragon and Vladimir are
Chaplinesque foils for
Beckett’s commentary on
the absurdity of life, and an
comedic
intricate
be
relationship
must
established between the two
characters.
T. James D’Agosta (as
Estragon ) and Karl R.
Schuck (as Vladimir) succeed beautifully in creating
this relationship.
The comedy of the byplay
between the two men serves
to carry the audience
painful
through
the
realizations that are at the
heart of the story.
To further emphasize the
tragedies and ironies of
mankind, the men are interrupted in their games by
Pozzo, played by Rudy
Morris and his "carrier,"
Lucky.
’All mankind’ comes
Morris is quite good as
Pozzo, the embodiment of
"all mankind," and Daniel
McFadden shines as the

NOTICE
To students receiving degrees. the 1975 Sim tog Commence
mem E .el cose Sol Jos. SIM UniverSity
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the sanw.
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FREE

nearby CAL HI Fl and play a tree
WINNERS Visit your
game. Highest scorer in each store by
EACH DAY! pinball
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"Tommy"
HI Fl stores’ top-scorers. Grand prize
Prizes in CAL
Original
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Soundtrack
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Or
GAME
FREE
ONE
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Scorer! NO PURCHASE NECESSARY Official "Tommy"

tortured Lucky, making the
most of his few lines.
The ultimate irony of the
play is that Godot and all he
symbolizes, never comes.
The entire production is
intimately
professional,
highly
and
absorbing
satisfying.
Don’t wait to see "Waiting
for Godot."
The play will be performed
Saturday
and
Friday
evenings at 8:00, through
April 26, with Sunday performances on April 13 and 20
at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets may be obtained at
the ART box office, or at the
San Jose Box Office at Town
and Country Village, San
Jose.

Limited Edition
T-Shirt!

While you’re at CAL HI Fl,
check out the great new

IIKENWOOD
music systems.

SUP :.111
5011110

Your senses will never be the same!
And you really save on special
-Tommy- systems ,like
ea

KenwOod KR2400
AM FM Stereo Receiver
reg $21995
BI oC 960 .
Automatic Turntable
reg $14995
Genuine Walnut Base
reg $1695
Dustcover reg $9 95
Grado FCR Elliptical
Diamond Cartridge
reg $1695
EPI 90 Linear Sound
Speaker Systems with 1"
air-spring tweeters
reg $190 00 pair
Total
it Purchased
separately
$605 75
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0001Epi
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25% OFF
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Incumbentcandidates
attend most meetings

UFW group
stages march
By Robin McNabb

Chanting "Chavez Si,
Teamsters No," some 800
supporters of the United
Farm Workers
UFW
wound their way along a sixmile -long march route
Saturday afternoon in East
San Jose.
Carrying red and black
UFW flags, the throng laced
through shopping centers
along the route urging
consumers to "Boycott Gallo
wines."
Winding its way through a
maze of Eastside streets, the
mile-long column proceeded
’peacefully and legally,"
according to policemen
escorting the marchers.
According to Juan Salazar,
march
organizer,
the
demonstration took place
because "Gallo has refused
to recognize the UFW as the

union bargaining agent of
the farmworkers because of
an existing contract with the
Teamsters."
The three-hour march
and
ended
at
began
Guadalupe Church on San
Antonio St. and consisted of
farm workers from Salinas,
Fresno and Modesto who
were joined by local UFW
supporters.
According to Roberto
Garcia, field office director
of the UFW union in Salinas,
"We’re hurting Gallo by
marching and getting people
to boycott their product."
"The main reason of the
march is to clear Gallo wine
from the shelves of both the
major and independent
retailers in this area," he
said.
He said Gallo would have
to spend more money on
their advertising to increase

Pete Tobia
SUPPORT GROUP-United Farm Workers supporters staged a protest march here Saturday

sales of their wines because
of the attention the march
would bring to the boycott.

Standard Oil Co. chided
for distribution of paper
By Donna Avina
communications between the campus
Standard Oil publicity material has been
communities and the company and to
demonstrate to students that we’re not just
illegally distributed at SJSU through
a bunch of oil barons."
Spartan Daily distribution boxes, according
He said Standard Oil conducted a series of
to a spokesman for the Journalism Desurveys last year on five college campuses
partment.
and after receiving little response, the
Officials at Standard Oil admitted
yesterday that their red, white and blue
company decided to try a new method to
newspaper,
The
Great
American
communicate with college students.
Newsmachine, should not have been placed
Charles E. Bird, publisher of the
in the Daily’s boxes.
Newsmachine, explained that this
publishing company deals with "the youth
The publication is part of Standard Oil of
California’s publicity campaign to acquaint
market to create better will among students
the college community with the company.
and certain comapnies or businesses.
SJSU student, Dianne Shortall, brought
"The paper does not hype Standard Oil,"
Bird said. "It just provides a showcase for
the publication to the attention of the Daily
the student voice."
when she complained that Standard Oil
Bird said the student representatives on
should not be using the distribution boxes.
Clyde Lawrence, associate professor of
the staff are not necessarily students, as
advertising and business manager of the
Steel had said earlier, but are merely people
Daily, said, "technically, under Title 5, of
interested in writing.
the educational code, the boxes are state
The Newsmachine is distributed by
property and intended for the exclusive use’
Beetleboards, a company based on
of the Daily.
elaborately painted Volkswagens owned by
"But there’s really nothing we can do to
college students.
control it," he said.
Bird’s company pays the students a set fee
If security sees someone stuffing the
each year to have their autos painted in
boxes, they can stop them, Lawrence said,
the colors and symbols of the produce, and,
but "normally we just take all these things
in the case of Newsmachine, to distribute
out."
the paper.
The staff box for the Great American
Bird emphasized, as did Steel, that
Newsmachine lists a Dennis Umeda from
Newsmachine copies should not have been
SJSU as an assistant editor, but a search for
placed in the Daily newspaper boxes.
Umeda failed to discover his whereabouts.
Bill Steel of the company’s public
Bird assured the Daily that he will make,
relations office in San Francisco explained
sure Newsmachine is no longer distributedl
that Standard Oil was anxious to "increase through the campus news boxes.

Child care committee
studies pilot program
Guidelines for a pilot child
care program on campus
were discussed last week but
nothing was finalized.
A SJSU child care action
committee, formed four
weeks ago with a basic goal
of devising a pilot program
and a long range plan for
setting up a drop-in child
care program, also brainstormed for about two hours
Friday on possible roadblocks to its goal.
Widespread support from
the campus community, the
group, lead by Muriel
Kronowitz-Wilson, said, was
the basic obstacle.
State licensing, funding,
liability, equipment and the
lack of knowledge of campus
procedures for putting
through new programs, were
also listed as factors
blocking the group’s goal.
Wilson said she had investigated the possibility of
working through CAR to find
space for the center and did
not think it would be
a
problem.
Sandy Thompson, Child
Care Project Coordinator
with the office of student
services, said the state
licensing of such a program
may be prohibitive.
In order to bypass the
licensing problem, Thomspon said, the parents must
be available within a few
minutes.
"Almost all child care
facilities on college campuses are funded by the
A.S.," she said.
Concern about what kind
of
center
should
be
iestablished-whether
a
babysitting service for the
children of faculty, staff and
students
or
a
more

developed
child
care
programs -was also expressed.
Ted Virts, a child care
specialist from the Frances
Guilliard Child Care Center,
told the group a broader
child care plan would have to
meet state requirements for
licensing.
It is important to know if
the children will be in a large
open space or something
else, he said.
Thompson, whose jot it is
to investigate and research
the need for expanded

The nine A.S. council for
members
running
positions in this year’s AS.
elections have at least 80 per
cent coucil meeting attendence.
Eight are hoping to
recapture their council seats
and one is running for A.S.
Treasurer.
John Banks, Third World
Coalition-Progressive Slate
TWC-PS ) candidate for
treasurer had 100 per cent
attendence for 18 meetings,
according to A.S. attendance
records.
In upper division council
seats, TWC-PS candidate
Loretta Wilson missed one of
18 meetings for 94 per cent.
Upper division candidates
for the University Students
Party (USP) Art Bertelero,
Steve Meyer and Sheryl
Peterson all missed two of 18
meetings for 89 per cent.
Brian Mohr, who was
appointed to the council in
November, missued one of
nine meetings for 89 per
cent; Carlos Alcaine missed
three of 18 meetings for 83
per cent and Michael Switzer
attended all 18 meetings.

child care, said she hopes
child care symposium,
planned for the second week
in May on the campus, would
generate more interest in the
project.
The committee agreed to
meet with Virts on Thursday
to devise some specifics and
then to reconvene on Friday
for a regular meeting, open
to any one on campus interested, in discussing
further the specifics of the
child
care
program
proposal.

Nothing But A Pure Deal

QUALITY GAS

Reg. 49.9
Ethyl 51.9

Puritan Oil Co. So. 4th & Williams

Store owners along the
route expressed both dismay
and concern as the marchers
filed past their shops.
"I can’t see why they
picket the small business
man," said one store owner.
"I’m for their cause, but
not when they are going to
hurt my mall business. They
should picket the big stores,"
he continued.
Another store owner said
the march should be illegal
and claimed the demonstration was an infringement
upon "my rights."
"It’s wrong for them (the
marchers) to be able to
jeopardize my business by
picketing my store," the
owner said.
Another liquor store owner
said "It’s an illegal secondary boycott."
"They should be boycotting the source of the product
and not the retailers. We

[

announcements
Help
LEARN SELFHYPNOSIS.
yourself to: improved grades, em
proved perception, improved
memory, improved concentration. &
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371 2992.
at
College age cl
Eufrazia School of Ballet Essential
"technique " IM beginning and in
termediate students. Small classes;
individual attention.
Beverly
Eutrazia Grant, Director. 241.13013
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
With a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes, styles
and colors Traditional creamy
white, flowery pastels, bordered or
plain Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer tor
Present this ad and
SJSU st
receive a special discount on any
order
Town and County Duplicating
10321 S. SunnyvaloSarahiga Rd.
Cupertino. CA. 2534131.
--- ----kinds.
Sandwiches-all
Sprout
HERO’S We accept Food Stamps
126E San Salvador btien 3rd and 4th
515.
301£ ee’S CLOTHES
Antiques, nostalgia, rustics, etc The
Paradise Shop 3210 5 Bascom
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 730
pm in the Student Chapel (located
between the miens and womens
gyrnS)
Come to tfielMer Drop-In Center Swap
Meet and Flea Market, April 10 ai
7th Street Tables $3 for 1day, Si for
both days Entertainment For info
call Larry 244 2757

You Are Invited To Join A
discussion Series Led By
BETTINA APTHEKER
Wednesdays at 12:30-2:00
April 9 Through May 14
WOMEN’S CENTER
177 S. 10th St., San Jose
Sponsored by the San Jose Branch of
WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM

.h.

Ii
c’
.,.,,

(I
10

Discount with Student
Body Card or Ad
DU O CO.
ccMODERNS
Anthony Campagna, Jr.

Save on Entire

Professional Pharmacist

Inventory

UNTIL

PIN

MIDNIGHT

93 So. Central Ave. so. 126
The Factory
Camphell. Ca. 95008
374 6163

2nd and Santa Clara Sr
99 8 8800

1111111111111111111

for sale

It POCKET CALCULATOR-NEV.
E R USED, 9 Digits, Auto per cent,
Constants, Big Display. Morel Ong
Box. Full Yr. Guar. & Xtra Bat
teries S20 see to Appreciate 20.
$939.

It VW Squamback, AM.FM, new tires
51.950 2661162.

One !Wm. Apt. Furn,
Ganef. pkng, 5120 130,
536 5 8th 295 7894.
Fem. grad. It
wants Mist
habitat. roommate Isl. L.G.Sere.
Camp. area. 374.9044 @yea. %Ands.

Ks. waterbd. SIM) bk IM, dresser,
radios, 1 ueipump, papercutter,
hairdryer, elec. shaver makeup
mirror, film develop kit, odds &
ends 2990102

Student to share very race, 3 berm, 2
ba home in Vista Park area with
young teacher. COW preferred. 5100
Per month. 225.7554.

help wanted
Mature. innovative sales people, over
21, preferably with a Social Science
in
Interested
background.
promoting a new concept in Human
Relations. Contact Dr. Bernand
Sjoberg or Art Angelo at 346.9733 for
appointment. Highly lucrative
commission opportunity.

Private Ron-, black SJSU w-k prin.
Near-Lucky’s, bus. etc. 297-6079
Also rm. In private home.
APT. FOR RENT: 1 bOrm.:furn .5150
per mo., 5100 cleaning dep.. See
Manager 635 S 11th St. No. 1, 290
0102

ACTIVIST-Need pt time work now?
Summer job? Career? Work with
grass root citizen organization for
better transit, better land use and
consumer protection Job includes
optional seminars on community
organizing. Advancement possible.
Call bhvn 9 and 3 for appt. 90.0600
Santa Clara Valley Coalition,

lost and found
$20 REWARD FOR RETURN OF
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEB 4 KEEP CASE, MUSIC
NEEDED NO QUESTIONS CALL
94137498

ATTENTION:
UPPERCLASSMEN
Advertising Sales -Campus
Welcome An oppty to earn money to
cover fall semester expenses or
more. Can be done by one or perhaps
two people Groups are interested on
innay campuses as way to build
funds. Call 295.320012r Rita Williams,
578 6664
Applications are new being accepted
fur Intramural Softball Referees
Applications available in the Student
Activities nice Old Cafeteria.

REWARD- 525 for SR SO calculator
left in Student Union Mert’li restroom
Oh march 10 Clint 295.12118

Reward for HP.35 calculator lost in
Student Union Cate On March 19.
Please contact Don, 277 0354

FOUND: 3 19.131k. Gray terrierTYPe
Puppy Male with yellow collar.
Call. 335 3626

hollsing
lab Coed
San Jose Rase
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking. linen & maid
service, color T V Ping pong, kit
chen facilities, inside courtyard.
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share: 79 SO- 84 SO Mo share.
109 SO-up single. 202 So. 11th St.
Ph 293 7374
Mother Olson’s-10 locations-19.10 &
20.50 wk. snore, 21.144 21.30 wk
single-discount or monthly rates.
122 N. OM St. PM. 293-7374.
FREE ROOM AND AAAAA for an
derstanding female to share with
man Voice defect. Call 196.2208
after 5:00 Pm.
SU AAAAAA OE 1 ISORM - IDEAL
FOR 2 OR 3 FURNISHED, CAR
PETS 1 1 3 BATH 5160 439 S 4th
CALL 990 two

LOST! Mexican Leather Cigarette
Case Yellow tan. Sentimental Value
Near Morris Dailey Reward. 296
4365

personals
Single Adults, Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship & Bible
study, Rib- 10 15 am. Sundays. Bit
()Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears,
San Carlos & Meridian) Provision
for children
Do you really care about HandiCapped
peppier would you like to share a
nice apartment with him? If you
would, please call Brian Hall, 2911
2306
erase up wills someone different every
morning. Listen to KILIS 1901 FM)
Weekdays, 6:30 AM to 9:11 AM.

("Classified Rates
On*
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

Each
add
tionel
day

$1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.35
.35
.35
.35

Each additional line add:
50
50
50

50

50

3
4
5
6

EXPERIENCED COUCH needs new
home by April IS. 130 and take It
away. Call 297.7113.
FOR SALE: Penncrest Stereo
Phonograph B.S.R. Turntable,
Component Speakers, Like New. SSO
offer Brian 214.9191

69 MUSTANG F AAAAA CKs3S1 AO.
MUS 1
Condition
Excellent
SELL01630 or lest Offer. 223.9559
Eves

2 BORM. FURNISHED HOUSE FOR
RENT 2 blks. tram SJS. Girls OnlY.
Call after 4PM 374-6704.

23t, Stella SACRIFICE Fingertip w
nuovo record Weinrnann brakes
Sew ups campy hubs. These alone
worth 5150 complete bike.S17S can
bring to school if interested (415)
792 7285 AAAAA 5:30

"Turquoise Rugs ’n Leather." lye dye
’n India Bedspreads SS, Bracelets,
rings, chokers 57 93% Purses is
rugs /0S E. Williams St

HONDA CL -310 aaaaa CLEAN,
EXTRA GOODIES. SIM. Call 292
9062 After 6. if you’ve been looking
for a FREEDOM. Hem it ill

FOR RENT
Quiet Lge Rooms Furnished Studios 6.
1 Bedroom ow carpets -Swim pool.
Recrea room Dead Bolt Security
Locks. 620 5th 9th

7? mAZDA 008 4cyl ONC DO mpg. New
radials Excellent Condition. 51350 or
best offer. 225 9559 Eves.

automotive
Journeyman Mechanic will save you $
on auto repairs Major repairs on
Foreign cars. Minor only on
American cars Ex, VW tune up $25
total. all work guaranteed STEVE
GF DEWS 747 3864

to all five council meetings
since being appointed in
February.

!ft.
HIMALAYA IMPORTS

EXPERIENCED TYPING-ElectriC
Term Papers, Reports, Thesis, etc.
Dependable Mrs. Allen 294.1313.

classified

Flocked Velvet Posters large variety
1000 each New summer long size
Indian bedspreads Ss 50 Incense
pack of 2$ for 50 rents Large variety
of patches iron transfers Ixported
walking canes from India Pipes and
aaaaa Nineties Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. SO E San Fernando

WOMEN: A New Future

retailers aren’t involved in
the dispute. It’s between the
UFW and the Teamsters,"
the owner said.
The store owners all
agreed they would continue
to stock and sell Gallo wines
and maintained the march
would have little effect on
business.

Councilmember Nancy
Robertson who is running for
a graduate council seat went

!Ines
lines
lines
lines

Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate all issues! 525 00
Check a Classification
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Prof. Typing-fast, accurate.
Can edit theses. reports. etc
,]Dependable -Mrs Asianian 2911.4104,

ME=

Student Typing SO cents per pg. +
Paper Steno Services extra. 396
11t7 St Call lemma 998 0352

BRIDAL FAME PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area One low price of SKI includes
the full Service of PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER, sixty color
prints of your choice, a dole and
white "Our Wadding’. album, a
complete set of color slides. and
BRIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge for
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no time limits
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any
time. with So 7’s at $1.00 each. ends
10’s at $2.00 each. All work is
guaranteed to your satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples -then decide Open eel,/
evening until 10 p.m. For FREE
B RIDAL PACKET call 257 3161,
Professional Typist. fast. accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249 21164.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle,
All Natural Color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for niche., quality
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601 Evenings
_
-Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at’,
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996 12S2
for free estimate
TYPING
RIM

NOTICE
SHORT
My home-267 3119

NOR.TH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Term
PapersSERVICE
manuscripts- letters. 25 cents a
page Kitty Carter 263.1933

VW Parts & Repair. Call Genie’s, 21111.
66114 9:30 7:013

Your paper read, edited for a modest
tee. Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach Expert typing.
Short notice. be 3714497.

SAVE THIS API
Before you purchase any Hi Fi stereo
equipment, color TV’s. tape, car
Vero). and accessories, check with
us for discount pricing to SJSU
students and faculty for most major
brands Distributor prices on tape
and speakers. 9942693.

TYPING-last, accurate. 75 cents per
Page South San Jose area, 225 4053

Typing 50 cents per page Cali Peggy
utter 6piii 294 0975

TYPING-TERM PAPERS, THESES,
ETC EXPERIENCED AND FAST
269 8474

Unwanted
Heir
removed
by
Registered Nurse ElectrOlogisf Ph
205 luau
P
flf16
on, Ave

En=

PARIS...AM
MADRID.. LONDON
STUDENT 1.13. CARDS
SHIPS. RAIL PMSES LOw
COST TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHTS YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS FREE TRAVEL IN
FOR...INTER.EUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS...WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD...CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 725 K Santa Clara, Na.TIC
SAN JOSE CA 95113 14081 287.0301.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY ON
THURSDAY BETWEEN gam. -12
noon.
Noab’s Ark PrSchoel 730 So Second
St . San Jose. phone 275 0461 Rates
Full time -590 per month, Part
time-53 per I day or SS per full
day Qualified staff Friendly at
mosphere.
Experienced Thesis Typist-Mesfer’s
Reports-Dissertations. Marianne
Ts inberg -137
Ave
Escobar
Telephone: 336.424, Los Gatos.

EUROPE -ISRAEL -AFRICA -O.
RiENT Student flight% year mond.
Conti. I ISCA 11667 San Vincente
Blvd number 4 L S Calif 90(1/9
TEL 12131 126 5669, 826.0955.
LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe. Orient ASSOuth America
TRAVEL CENTER
2435 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca 94704
14151 546 7000
LOWEST COST POSIIIIILE Air Fares
to Europe from 0400 round trip
(London) Low Cost flights from
London to East and West Africa and
Tel Aviv. All Main European Cities.
BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave.. San Jose. Ca. eM
5252
CH AAAAA PLIGHTS
LOndOn. Amsterdam. Zurich. Frank
furl Si New York LOWEST AIR
FARES TO EUROPE
377 3460
BEEHIVE
3607 Bercaw Lane. San Jose
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SJSU grad ’in no way involved with SLA’
Continued from page one
Huey,
according
to
friends, is in no way involved
with
the
Symbionese
Liberation Army, the group

that kidnapped Hearst from
her Berkeley apartment and
with whom Hearst has since
joined forces.
Gates said Huey had been

invited last summer to visit
the Scott’s Pennsylvania
farm house, but never made
the trip.
Huey did spend -three

weeks at Bull Walton’s
working on her book," Gates
added.
Bill Walton, a star
basketball player with the

Portland Trailblazers, has
been in the news recently
because the Scotts lived at
his home for several months.
According to Gates, many

A.S. council gets ’75 budget proposal
Continued from page one
However, more than two
thirds of the students said in
the poll that they had never
been inside of the coffeehouse.
Rico said the increase in
funding to the coffeehouse
was due to an upsurge in
attendance since the poll was
taken.
The
Spartan
Daily
received one of the largest
increases
in
Rico’s
recommendation, which he
said was due to the high
rating students gave to the
paper.
"Even this substantial
increase to $34,297 will not

guarantee a four day a week
paper," Rico said.
Clyde Lawrence, Daily
business manager, said
$42,000 would be required to
keep the Daily at its current
four publications a week
schedule.
The newspaper Sedition,
which received $3,660 in
funding last year, was cut
out in Rico’s proposal.
"The poll does not indicate
sufficient support to continued funding," Rico said.
Rico said two programs
for which he recommended
no fundingthe Disabled
Students Union and the
Environmental Information

request
Center -should
money next year from A.S.
council.
The Experimental College
received no funding in Rico’s
recommendation.
Rico said the college’s
providing
of
function
speakers and forums "is
rightfully a responsibility of
the program commission."
Another area of past
is
budget controversy
athletic grants-in-aid (GIA ).
Last year A.S. council
passed a bidget which included no funding for GIA.
Bunzel then forced by not
signing the budget, A.S. to
fund the grants.

A.S. responded by taking
the matter to court. Superior
Court Judge Scott ruled in
December that Bunzel had
the the power to mandate
A.S. funding but the decision
is being appealed.
Rico included $17,500 for
men’s and $2,500 for
women’s grants in aid in his
recommendation.
"The reality of the
situation is that until the
appeal is successfully
completed, Dr. Bunzel has
the power to withhold our
budget to compel funding for
this program," Rico said.
A.S. councilwoman Jessie

rapped
Garcia
in
priorities
questioning.

Rico’s
funding

"Why does men’s intercollegiate athletics get
more money as compared to
the day care center?"
Garcia asked.
Garcia said she would not
vote for a budget similar to
Rico’s proposal, saying she
favored more funding for
EOP and Sedition.
Garcia said she believes
lower priority should be
given to intercollegiate
athletics, the music accounts
and the Spartan Daily.

Belly dancer draws objection
Despite a minor confrontation
with representatives from the Arab
Student Organization, last Friday’s
International
Evening
was
generally termed a success.
Sponsored by the Community
Committee
for
International
Students I CCIS) and the Intercultural Steering Committee, more
than 300 students and community
members showed up for the
evening’s array of dances and songs
at the Grace Baptist Church in San
Jose.
Before an intermission snack, a
behind -the-scenes squabble took
place in the kitchen, between CCIS
members and students from the
Arab Student Organization.
In a three-page proposed speech, a

handful of Arab students disclaimed
harem dancing as "a distortion of
Arab culture" and as "sexist."
The students also wanted to explain their stand on a number of
political issues to the audience
during the intermission.
Offense taken
Listed in the program sheet, the
"harem dance" was seemingly
taken by the protesting students as
an insult to Arab culture.
"The belly dancer was brought out
by persons outside of the CCIS," said
Samir Khoury, one of the Arab
students and a sophomore in
economics.
"It was against the wishes of the
Organization of Arab Students,"
Khoury added.

In a vote by the CCIS members,
the Arab demand was shot down by
the 5-1 vote to retain the belly
dancer. Her act was, however,
moved forward in an effort to avert
any Arab student interference.
The Daily has learned that the
belly dancer is not a foreign student
from Turkey as claimed by an CCIS
spokeswoman.
In fact, the belly dancer is a
professional dancer by the name of
Yahmah.
Entertaining evening
Apart from the belly dancing
incident, International Evening was
colorful and entertaining.
The audience reacted warmly to
performers Miguel Rico, a student
from Spain who performed two

flamenco guitar numbers; and Do
Van Minh, a Vietnamese student
who sang a Vietnamese and English
rendition of Thuong Binh (The
Wounded Soldier).
Also earning applause was the
Indian and Pakistani instrumental
and vocal group which performed
the folk song "Ramaya Vata
Rahya."
Stretching past 11 p.m., the
evening’s program wound up with
the Chinese Friendship Chorus
leading the audience in the song
"For Peace and Friendship."
According to Lea Vlastelica,
director of CCIS, the evening was
sponsored as a fund-raising effort by
foreign students to pay the rent of
the Inter-Cultural Center on 10th St

athletes visit Walton’s
Portland home from time to
time and Huey was one of
those to do so.

graduate, described Huey as
"extremely independent,
vivacious, full of energy and
very bright."

Robert Huey; the athlete’s
father, said Jack Scott had
helped his daughter get a job
as an athletics instructor at
Oberlin College.

But politically, Gates,
said, Huey is "still probably
a highschool cheerleader."
Huey was a cheerleader

"But she says he’s never
even talked politics to her at
all," her father said yesterday.
He said the FBI has not
called on him but has called
a friend of his on the East
Coast with whom his
daughter is staying while she
finishes her book.
Pat Mulligan, Huey’s
brother-in-law,
yesterday
described
Lynda
as
"flexiblea pretty liberated
lady."

for three years at Leigh High
School in San Jose.
According to her father,
Huey’s first comment when
the FBI told her they were
seeking the Scotts in connection with the Hearst case
was, "You’re kidding!"

Give yourself
a hand...
This time of year all students get a chance
to give effective input into funding
priorities, general policies and directions of
the Associated Students
HOW?

But, he added, she had no
connection with the radical
movement.

By voting for the candidates of your choice
in A.S. elections, to be held next week,
April 15 and 16.

He confirmed the FBI visit
to Carlsbad, explaining that
his sister-in-law had been
living in Southern California
because she was teaching
part-time at Miracosta
College.

REMEMBER,
all students pay an Association fee every
semester, and your vote helps determine
how this will be spent over the coming
year, 1975-76. So take a little time to
research the issues through leaflets, posters
and talking with the candidates for
executive, legislative and Academic Senate
positions. And remember to vote next
Tuesday and Wednesday.

He said Huey got hooked
up with Scotts because Micki
had the writing ability and
connections with publishers
that Huey needed.
Gates, also an SJSU

A.S. elections, April 15 & 16

THE

GREAT

GAT/BY
gone If the romance that W0/ /0 cJivine*

Attitudes blamed for enrollment drop

Campus area lacking, poll reveals
Department, and sociology
By Jeff Mapes
can
insert
A majority of students feel professors
that SJSU’s neighborhood questions they are interested
area lacks services and in, Otten said.
Otten said he wanted to
qualities important to a
campus eommunity, ac- iearn student attitudes
cording to a recent survey toward the campus area.
The survey asked students
conducted by a sociology
to rate the importance of
instructor.
Consequently,
those eight services and categories
students may persuade in the campus area.
By at least a 61 per cent
others not to attend SJSU,
Michael Otten, associate majority the students said
professor of sociology, these items are important:
concluded last week when he aesthetics of the area,
released his survey results. cultural activities, street
The results of the survey life, recreational activities,
could mean student attitudes restaurants, dancing and
about the campus area are music facilities and shopping
partially responsible for the facilities.
Street life was defined iii
drop in enrollment at SJSU,
the survey as coffee shops,
Otten said.
book stores and venders.
Survey representative
The survey was given to Aesthetics were defined as
188 students in November, parks, trees and open areas.
At least 66 per cent of the
1974. The students were
scientifically selected to students gave each of these
represent the composition of services or qualities a fair to
the student body, according poor rating in the campus
area.
to Otten.
Some 46 per cent of the
A survey is taken every
said
these
year by the Sociology students

spartaguide )
TUESDAY
Asian-American Studies will
have a meeting to discuss
forming a new Asian student
organization. The meeting
will be at 3 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden Room.
Campus Ambassadors will
meet at 10:30 a.m. in the S.U.
Pacheco Room for a Bible
study
WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.
Campus Ambassadors will
meet at 12 ’ 30 p.m in the

GORDON
LIGHTFOOT
SATURDAY, APRIL 12
8 P.M.

SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
TICKETS 1650,55 50. 8450

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
246 1160
911 ham ICanto Hate
Pernsila Ow 04IKt los Illtos

Joint Effort Coffee house for
a Bible study.
THURSDAY
SJSU United Farmworker
Support Committee will
meet at 5 p.m. in the S.C.
Guadalupe Room.
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 11:30
a.m, in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.
Society of Women Engineers
will hold a luncheon at 11
a.m. in Engr. 247. Luncheon
is open to women students
the
in
faculty
and
Department
Engineering

categories were important
or very important in
choosing a college.
Another thirty-three per
cent said it was somewhat
important, and 16 per cent of
the students said it was
unimportant.
Otten concluded from this
that many students would
persuade others not to attend
SJSU.
"The data says to me this
is one of the reasons" for

declining enrollment, Otten
said.
Otten said most SJSU
students
come
from
managerial or professional
backgrounds and can afford
to go somewhere else.
Also, of the 70 per ’cent of
the students living more than
a mile from campus, more
than half would live closer if
the area were "more attractive," according to the
survey.

Telephone lines
are still working
Continued from page one
"I don’t see that they’ll
have enough money," he
said.
The decision to turn off the
phone lines was made in
February after the commission’s original phone
account of $2,500 for the 197475 school year went $37.40 in
the red.
,
Ted Gehrke, program
commission adviser, said
there probably had been

misuse of the phones, but he
thinks there will be less now.
"I’m sure there will be less
abuse of the phones,"
Gehrke said.
Locks have been put on the
commission’s phones, and
this has helped alleviate the
problem of too many outside
calls, he said.
In its 1975-76 budget
request, the commission has
asked for funds to hire a fulltime secretary-bookeeper.

-NOTICE
JOSTEN’S RING WEEK
YOUR JOSTEN’S
Representative will be available at the

INI3E1111

300(1E0qE

While Otten said the
survey
accurately
represents student attitudes,
he said there should be a
larger study of the issue.
"I don’t think they’ve (the
administration) made any
analysis of what is going on
around here," he said, "We
don’t even know why people
go to one school or another."
Otten, a neighborhood
resident, has previously
criticized the administration
for neglect of the neighborhood. The survey has
helped prove his point, he
said.
"I feel sorry for students
here," he said, adding there
is "no life, no vitality" in the
campus area.

ROBERT KDFORD

Wednesday Flicks a. -in
I
Morris Dailey
;I I
7 PM and 10 PM

SWAP MEET & FLEA MARKET
THURSDAY & FRIDAY on 7th Street
THE SWAPPIN’ STARTS at 10 am
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT * A RAFFLE
and loads of fun
for more information: call Nancy at 297-9311
or come by

APRIL 2 thru APRIL 8:
ORDER NOW FOR DELIVERY
BEFORE GRADUATION

10% OFF
Additional Savings are Available by Trading
in Your College or High School Ring
Ring Trade In r4111
Men (one,. Ring Trade In (redil
Men High School Ring I rad. In ( ndio
ladv
.or Iligh School Ring Trade In

$34.20
$21 20
III 10

on,
BANKAMERK ARD MASTER( HAMA

TABLE RENT -9am.
$3 a day, or $5
for both days

Diablo Room,
Third Level Student Union

